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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we formulate and prove a higher-dimensional analog of a 
fundamental one-dimensional integral inequality of Garsia and Rodemich which 
appears in [2]. 
We shall be concerned with classes of real-valued functions f(X) measurable 
on the d-dimensional unit cube 
Id = [O, 11 x [O, I] x * * * x [O, I] 
and satisfying conditions of the type 
(1-l) 
where X, Y is the Euclidean distance between X and Y, and where IJ and p are 
restricted as follows 
(a) 4(u) is defined and continuous on (-co, +co) 
(b) W) = 9(-4 t 03 as I u I t a 
(1.2) 
and 
(a) p(u) is defined and continuous on (-d1/2, d1j2) 
(b) P(U) = P(-u) 4 0 as I u I J 0. 
(1.3) 
To each measurable f(X): Id + IR, we can associate a nonincreasing right 
continuous function f*(x): I - [w such that 
m,{X:f(X) > A} = q{x :f*(X) > A} VAX(-co, +al). (1.4) 
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f*(x) can be defined as follows: 
f*(x) = inf{X : m,{t :f(t) > A> < x), (1.5) 
where 
X611, tEId. 
When we specialize (l.l)-( 1.5) to one dimension, the inequality of Garsia 
and Rodemich in [2] may be formulated as: 
THEOREM 1.6. If  # and p satisfy (1.2) and (1.3) with d = 1 and in addition 
$(ee) is convex, then 
Ab.,(f*) G Ldf>* (1.7) 
Central to our work is the construction of a Peano-type curve F(t): Zi -+ Z, 
which has the following two remarkable properties: 
(a) F(t) is a measure preserving map of I1 onto Id . 
(b) F(t) is Lipschitzian of order l/d. That is, 
F(t,), F(t,) < c I t, - 5 Yd* (1.8) 
Our d-dimensional analog of Theorem 1.6 is: 
THEOREM 1.9. If  #I and p satisfy (1.2) and (1.3) and in addition $(ez) is convex, 
then 
In Section 3 we give a very simple proof of Theorem 1.9 that depends only on 
Theorem 1.6 and the above construction of a Peano curve F(t), which seems to 
have passed unnoticed in the literature so far. 
The techniques used to construct the curve F(t) in (1.8) lead to a discrete 
combinatorial inequality whose continuous version is: 
THEOREM 1.11. If@(u) = @(--u) T co as 1 u 1 t co, then 
ss I s-tld/e, @‘(f*(s) - t)) ds dt < jj- @(f(x) - f(Y)) dxdY (1.12) XYQ 
holdsfor all 0 ,< 6 < d112, where cd = 3d(d + 3)dJ2. 
Most of the applications of Theorems 1.6, 1.9, and 1.11 have been to use the 
finiteness of the right-hand side of (1.10) and (I. 12) to derive a priori bounds for 
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other important functionals off, such as its modulus of continuity or other 
high-order norms. 
In [l] Garsia uses Theorem 1 .11 to prove some rather remarkable new and 
classical Sobolev-type inequalities which state the integrability or smoothness 
of a function in terms of integrability conditions on its gradient. These inequalities 
have something to do with the fact that Theorem 1.11 enables us to estimate the 
growth of f*(x) as x -+ 0+ or x + O- in terms of the behavior as 6 -+ 0 of a 
given integral modulus of continuity off, such as the Lp modulus of continuity. 
In Section 2 we give an exposition of the combinatorial identities that lead 
to Theorem 1.6, and show how our construction of the Peano curves in (1.8) 
may be used to derive a sequence of discrete identities which imply Theorem 1 .l 1 
when we pass to the limit. 
Finally, in Section 4, we put together our construction of the Peano curves in 
(1.8) and prove that they satisfy the measure preserving and Lipschitxian 
properties in any dimension d. 
2. THE COMBINATORUL INEQUALITIRS 
To understand how our higher-dimensional analogs of Theorem 1.6 arise, 
we have to generalize some basic cominatorial identities from [2], which imply a 
one-dimensional version of Theorem 1.11, that yields by a clever use of Fubini’s 
theorem, Theorem 1.6. (See Section 2 of [2] for details.) 
In order to establish the one-dimensional version of Theorem 1 .l 1 we need 
only prove the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let @(u) = 0(-u) t co as lultco. Then for all reals 
Al < AZ < -** <A,,andforall1 <M<nwehave 
wheref is anyfunction on [I, 2 ,..., n] which takes the values AI , X, ,..., A, . 
To understand the significance of this inequality let us rewrite it in a form 
which can be easily extended to the higher-dimensional case as well as to more 
general situations. 
Let (Sz, S) be a discrete metric space. For instance: 
(1) In the one-dimensional case we want to take Sa = [I, 2,..., n], S(i,lJ = 
Ii-j]. 
(2) In the two-dimensional case D = [l, 2 ,..., n] X [l, 2 ,..., n], S(P, Q) = 
m (Euclidean) 
Let N = 1 s1] = carclmality of sd. This given, we can define a function f on sd 
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starting from its values A, < ;\a < ... < A, (we can assume without loss that 
they are all different), by saying where in Q we put the smallest (i.e., A,), where 
we put the next smallest (i.e., As), etc. 
In other words, each function on Q can be considered made up of its values 
4 ? A, >---, A, together with an assignment or rule for putting these numbers on Q. 
Such an assignment can be given simply as a map n-: [l, 2,..., N] f-) Q. 
Keeping this in mind, for a given function f (p) defined on Q, the expression 
(2.3) 
can be written in the form 
c @(& - ‘\i), (2.4) 
B(nW,s(j)ky 
where this sum is carried out over all couples (i, j) E [I, 2 ,..., N] x [I, 2 ,..., N] 
such that a(~(;), r(j)) < M. 
We can better visualize the situation if we introduce a directed graph which 
we shall refer to as G(N) and is defined as follows. Its vertices are the couples 
a = (id, 1 <i<j<iV 
and between a = (i, j) and a’ = (;‘,j) we put an arrow going from a to a’ if 
and only if 
(4 i’=i- 1, f =j 
or 
(b) i’ = i, f =j+ 1. 
Furthermore we make the vertices of G(N) into a partially ordered set by 
setting 
a = (i,j) < a’ = (i’,f) 
if and only if (2.5) 
i’<i<j<f. 
That is, a < a’ if and only if we can go from a to a’ in G(N) along a path which 
follows the arrows. 
Now, given the h’s and CD as in Theorem 2.1 let us set for a = (i, j) 
p)(u) = @(A, - Aj). 
Note that this function is nondecreasing with respect to the partial ordering we 
have just introduced. This given, we rewrite (2.4) in the form 
(2.6) 
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where we have set 
The question then is: what is the smallest possible value that the expression 
in (2.6) can take when r&a) = @(hi - &) and 7~ varies among all possible ways 
of distributing X, , h, ,..., & in Q ? 
In the one-dimensional case, i.e., when B = [l, 2 ,..., n], there are two 
natural assignments, namely, r(i) = i or s(i) = tl - i. Indeed, Theorem 2.1 
simply says that the smallest possible value of (2.6) is obtained for any one of 
these two choices of r. 
The proof of this fact, although at first sight may seem to have to involve 
@ and &,ha+., h, , can actually be obtained by purely combinatorial con- 
siderations. 
To see this, let us introduce one further notation. For two given subsets A and 
B of G(N) we set A < B if and only if A is “below” B in G(N). By this we mean 
that there exists a one-to-one map 0 of A into B which is increasing with respect 
to the partial order we introduced in (2.5). This given, we have the following 
crucial fact: 
LEMMA 2.7. If A and B are two subsets of vertices of G(N) then 
holds for all p)(a) = @(Ai - A,) if and only if 
A<B. 
This is not difficult to prove if we use the Hall theorem on the selection of 
distinct representatives (the “Marriage” theorem). Indeed, all we need to show 
is that our functions y(a) contain all the extreme points of the cone of increasing 
functions on G(N). A proof of Lemma 2.7 along these lines is given in [2]. 
Set then for convenience 
R, = {u = (i,j): 1 < j - i Q M}. 
If E denotes the identity mapping from [l, 2 ,..., n] to [l, 2 ,..., n] we see that 
From Lemma 2.7 we get that our inequality (2.2) is equivalent to the com- 
binatorial inequality 
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or 
which is the same. 
RM < D&r) ‘in- (2.9) 
A proof of (2.2) via (2.8) can be found in [2]. Let us see next how all these 
results can be extended to the higher-dimensional case. 
For instance, let Q = [I, 2 ,..., n] x [I, 2 ,..., n] and 
qp1 , p2> = PlP2 (Euclidean). 
That is, if PI = (il , jr), Pz = (is , ja), then 
YPl Y p2> = ((4 - i2)z + ( jl - j2)2)1/2. 
In this case N = 152 1 = n2, so we want to represent our sum 
s = c WPl) -f(P2N 
P1PZ<M 
as a sum over a subset of the vertices of G(n2). With our notation, letting 
Al < A, < *.. < & be the values taken by f(P) in Q, and assuming that f(P) 
takes the value h, at the point n(i) of Sz, then 
where 
s = c d4, 
aso, 
D,,,,(T) = {a = (i, j): m) < M}, 1 < M < 21’2n. 
Keeping (2.8) in mind, we now seek conditions that D&E) must satisfy if E 
is a one-to-one map of [I, 2,..., n2] onto the two-dimensional lattice Y2(n) = 
[I, z-v n] x [I, 2,..., n], such that D,(E) < DM(n-) for all M and all one-to-one 
maps rr of [l, 2 ,..., n2] onto T2(n). 
To this end note that given any 0 < i, < n2 - M2/2 we can find a map 
“0: [I, 2,..., na] t-) -Epa(n) which sends all the points i,, + 1, i,, + 2,..., i,, + M2/2 
into a fixed subsquare of S2(n) whose diagonal is equal to M. 
Clearly for such a map n,, , the set DM(ro) will necessarily contain the triangle 9 
of vertices of G(n2) given by 
Q = {a = (i,j): i, + I < i <j < & + M2/21. 
Note that DM(c) and DM(no) have the same number of vertices, as both E and 
n,, are one-to-one. ‘From Dnn(c) < D,+,(qJ it follows that there is a point of 
DM(c) below every point of DIM(r,J. Thus DM( E must also contain V. The reason )
for this is that there is no subset of verticies of G(n2) which has the same car- 
dinality as %7 and lies below %? other than V itself. 
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This reasoning carried out for every is implies that &(c) must contain the set 
R Ms,p, and therefore we must also have 
RMa,, < D&r) VT. 
Conversely, suppose that for some constant c (independent of n) we have 
VT and 1 < M < 21f2n. 
Then, from Lemma 2.7 we get 
for every functionf(P) on .9&z) taking the values A, , A, ,..., &a. 
It is not difficult to deduce, by passing to the limit, that the continuous version 
of the discrete inequality in (2.10) is 
fS Is-tl<a’/c @(f *@I - f*(O) h dt G j-j-- @(f(P) - f(Q)) dp dQ> PO<8 
vo $ 6 < 2112, (2.11) 
where f *(s) is the one-dimensional rearrangement off(P). (For the details of this 
argument see Section 2 of [2].) To this end we need to show (2.10) for any 
infinite sequence of positive integers, along with some constant independent of n. 
The d-dimensional analog of (2.11) is 
SI I s-t I <ad/cd @(f*W--f*W~dt Q I!- @(f(p)-f(QN@dQ, PO<8 
0 < 6 < d’12. (2.12) 
Just like (2.1 I), this can be derived from the combinatorial inequality 
RM%~ < DM@) Vrand 1 <M<d%, (2.13) 
where now R,+Q~ and DM(r) denote subsets of verticies of G(nd) and rr denotes 
a one-to-one map of [I, 2,..., nd] onto the lattice &d(n) = [I, 2 ,..., n]“. 
Recall that if E is a one-to-one map of [ 1, 2,..., n2] onto le,(n) such that 
DM(c) < DM(T) for all rr and 1 < M < 2’f2n, then the set DM(e) must contain 
R M,,2. This means that every couple c1 = (i, j) such that ] i - j 1 < M2/2 must 
belong to D,(C) or, which is the same, we must have that 
Ii-j1 <M2/2=-r(i),<M. (2.14) 
Now it turns out that maps E: [l, 2,..., n2] t) ,Epz(n) satisfying a condition similar 
to (2.14) are not difficult to find. In fact, all we need to do is produce a “@~a- 
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metrication of gz(n)” or better “a curve describing &(n)” which is Lipschitzian 
of order l/2. That is, a one-to-one map E of [ 1,2, . . . . z?] onto Za(n) such that 
c(i), l ( j) < c 1 i - j 11/2. (2.15) 
Our construction of the Peano-type curveF(t): Ir -+ Id in (1.8) is based on just 
such maps E: [I, 2,..., nd] tt J&(n) which are Lipschitzian of order l/d. That is, 
e(i), 6(j) < c / i - j IlId. 
In Section 4 we construct these maps E: [l, 2,..., nd] f-) gd(n) with n a power of 3 
and c = 3(d + 3)lj2. 
To prove Theorem 1.11 it is sufficient to show (2.13) for any infinite sequence 
of positive integers, along with some constant independent of 12. However, the 
existence of these maps E implies that (2.13) holds whenever n is a power of 3 and 
cd = 3d(d + 3)d/2, thus completing the proof of Theorem 1.11. 
The fact that these maps E are responsible for (2.13) is a direct application of: 
THEOREM 2.16. Let E be a one-to-one map of [l, 2,..., nd] onto Y&(n) = 
[I, L., n]” such that 
c(i), c(j) < c ( i - j I1ld Vl G&j<@. (2.17) 
Then we have 
RA4w < D&d (2.18) 
for all 77: [l, 2,..., nd] 4-l gpd(n) andfor all 1 < M < d1j2n. 
Proof. Given a map Z-: [l, 2 ,..., nd] t) Zd(n), set a = e-k-. From the one- 
dimensional result, as expressed by (2.9) we get 
R (M/d -=I %f,C d(U)* (2.19) 
Now, from the definition 
D (M,C)du) = (a = (i’, j'): I c-l(rr(i’)) - E-l(r(j’))l d (M/c)~). 
However, setting i = l -l(a(i’)) andj = &(+‘)) in (2.17), note that 
1 i - j 1 = 1 E-l(v(i’)) - &(m(j’))l < (M/c)” 
implies 
r(i’) r( j’) < M. 
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That is, we must have 
D (M/c)&) c DMW (2.10) 
Combining (2.19) and (2.20), we immediately obtain (2.18), as desired. 
Q.E.D. 
3. ANALYTICAL RESULTS 
In Section 4 we construct a Peano-type curve F(t): II -+ Id which has the 
following two properties: 
(a) F(t) is a measure preserving map of II onto Id . 
(b) F(t) is Lipschitzian of order l/d. That is, F(t,),F(ts) < c 1 t, - t, I1/a. 
Here we have 
c = 3(d + 3y. (34 
Using (3.1) and Theorem 1.6 we now put together a very simple proof of 
Theorem 1.9. 
Proof. Let $(~a/&) = p(u) with c = 3(d + 3)r12. Then by substitution 
11 
Jo-L ( + f*(t) -f *(4 p(3(d + 3y 1 s - t I”d) ds dt i 
equals 
f*(t) - f *(4 
h(l t - s I) 1 
ds dt. (3.2) 
Set Q(t) =f (F(t)), w h ere F(t) satisfies the properties in (3.1). Since f is 
measurable and F is measure preserving we have 
f&l : f (F(G)) > A) = %(t, : f (fd) > & (3.3) 
as {tl : f (F(t,)) > A} is the inverse image (under P) of the set {ta : f (td) > A}. 
Combining (1.5) and (3.3) we immediately find that 
f*(t) = inf{h : m,{td : f(fd) > A} Q t} 
equals 
Q*(t) = inf{A : m,{tr : f (F(t,)) > A} < t). 
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Thus, the integral in (3.2) is equal to 
$I;)tlQ;)(s) ds dt. 
S ) 
Note that ifp satisfies (1.3), then so doesj. 
By Theorem 1.6, which is the one-dimensional rearrangement result, we obtain 
Q*(t) -Q*(s) 
F(l t - s I) 
)dsdt~~~~(~~~~~~~(‘)))drdt. 
Recalling (1.2), (1.3), and the Lipschitz condition for F(t), a simple substitution 
gives 
is less than or equal to 
f(m) - f(m) -==z-) dsdt. 
iwv)~ w)dlCd) 
By a change of variables the integral in (3.4) becomes 
dQ, dQz . 
Finally, since #(z@/c”) = p(u), (3.5) becomes 
dQ, dQ, . 
Combining the above inequalities, we obtain 
f*(t) -f*(S) 
p(3(d + 3)1’2 1 s - t I”“) ds dt 
is less than or equal to 
f(QA-f(Qd d&&Q,, 
-4 P(QI > 8s) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.9, once we know (3.1). Q.E.D. 
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4. LIPSCHITZIAN AND MEASURE PRFSERVING PROPERTIES 
OF PEANO CURVES IN d DIMENSIONS 
In our proof of Theorem 1.9 we used the fact that there exists transformations 
from II onto Id , such as those in (3.1), that are both measure preserving and 
Lipschitzian of order l/d. This fact appears to be new. To motivate our con- 
struction of the curves in (3.1) we summarize what is known in this regard about 
Peano curves. 
Peano curves which are measure preserving have been used extensively in the 
development of a theory of integration in a finite number of dimensions in 
Euclidean space and also in infinite-dimensional Torus spaces. For example, 
see Riesz and Nagy [7j and Jessen [4]. Although Riesz and Nagy state in a 
passing remark that a measure preserving transformation from II onto I, can be 
made continuous by a process similar to the one employed in Peano’s 
classical space-filling curve, neither of these sources mentioned the Lipschitz 
property. 
Though they do not discuss the measure preserving property, Zygmund and 
Salem in [8] mention that one of the simple geometrical constructions of a 
Peano curve (in two dimensions) has a Lipschitx constant of l/2, and that a 
Lipschitz constant of such a curve cannot be greater than l/2. We will show that 
in d dimensions the Lipschitz constant cannot be greater than l/d. 
The above remarks suggest that it should be possible to give a simple geome- 
trical construction of the cures in (3.1). Indeed, we show that Peano’s classical 
space-filling curve is Lipschitzian of order l/2, and measure preserving. Further- 
more, we prove that a natural generalization of Peano’s original curve satisfies the 
conditions in (3.1). 
Rather than trying to prove these properties directly from Peano’s original 
formulation of his curve as in [6& we use Moore’s geometrical construction of 
Peano’s curve as described in [3]. Moore puts together a sequence of piecewise 
linear mapsf,,a(t) of II into I, , which converge to Peano’s space-filling curve. 
For example, f&t) is obtained by extending linearly from the values 
given by: 
fi.z(O) = (0, (0, fi.s(l/9) = (113, l/3), fr,s(2/9) = (0,2/3), 
fI*,(3/9) = (l/3, 119 fr.s(4/9) = (2/3,2/3), f,.,(5/9) = (l/3, l/3), 
f,,,(6/9) = (213, oh f,.s(7/9) = (1, l/3), f,,,(8/9) = (2/3,2/3), 
fi,Z(l) = (12 1). (4.1) 
That is, iff,,,(W = h ~‘1) ~dfd(k + 1)/9) = (x2, ~2)~ thenA2((k + O/9) = 
(Xl , r1) + 9r(x, - XI 9 392 - Yl), 0 d t G l/9. 
Essentially, what we have done is split up the unit interval into nine intervals 
of equal length, the unit square into nine squares of equal area, and matched 
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intervals to squares by the one-to-one map which sends the interval [k/9, 
(k + 1)/9] to the square which has 
f&/9), flm + 1)/9) 
as a main diagonal. 
To constructfa,,(t) we map the interval [R/9, (k + 1)/9] into the square with 
main diagonalf,,,(k/9),f,,,((k + 1)/9) in the same way that f&t) maps the unit 
interval 1r into the unit square I2 . Clearly, subintervals get mapped into sub- 
squares. That is, if 
and 
then 
fi.&/9) = (a1 t 4, fi,z((m + 1)/9) = (bl Y &J, 
f1&/9) = (c1.x F %k), 
and the rest of the values off,,,(t) are obtained by linearity. 
In exactly the same way as above, give the values offn,z(m/9n) andf,,,(k/9), we 
determine the values of fn+i,a(t). 
In [5] Moore defines Peano’s curve by the above geometrical approach. He 
then proves that the continuous coordinate functions (x(t), y(t)) of Peano’s 
curve have no derivatives. Of interest to us is Moore’s observation that if 
I t, - t, I < (l/9)“, th en one coordinate of fn,a(t) can vary by at most (l/3)“, 
and the other by at most 2(1 /3)n. This follows from the fact that under f&t), 
adjacent intervals of length (l/9)” a re mapped into adjacent squares of sides 
(l/3)“. A similar observation as this will be of crucial importance in our proof of 
the Lipschitz property of Peano’s curve in d dimensions. 
In order to put together a sequence of piecewise linear maps fn,d(t) of I1 into 
Id which converge to a higher-dimensional analog of Peano’s curve, we first 
construct fl,d(t) by giving a table of values as in (4.1) and extending linearly. 
This initial table of values is constructed inductively in a manner that is 
independent of dimension. Once given f&t), we determine f&f) from f&t) 
and fn-l,d(t) as we did above in the two-dimensional case. Passage to the limit 
gives us the desired curves in (3.1). 
It turns out that the maps f%.&(t) discussed above immediately give rise to the 
maps E in (2.17). 
Before putting together our construction of the Peano curves in (3.1) it is 
helpful to have the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 4.2 (d-cube). A set S _C W is a d-dimensional cube if and only if 
s = bl , bll x 1% , &I x *** x [ad , &I, 
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where bl--a,=b,--==..= 6, - ad = c, and a, < bi for each i. We 
denote such a cube by the symbol Id(ad < bi) and agree to use simply& whenever 
ai =Oandb, = 1. 
DEFINITION 4.3 (vertices). The 2d vertices of Id(ai < bi) consist of all 
d-tuples (x1, xs ,..., xd) such that xi is either ai or bt . 
DEFINITION 4.4 (main diagonals). The line segment x,y is a main diagonal 
of I,(ai < bi) if and only if X and Y are two vertices of &(a, < bi) which diier 
in each coordinate. That is, whenever one has an ai in the ith coordinate, the 
other has a bi . Note that if we regard X, Y and m as the same line sign-rent, 
then I,(ai < bi) has 2d-1 main diagonals. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Two d-cubes Ia(aa < bi) and Id(ci < di) are said to be 
“adjacent” if and only if there exists an i,, such that their union I,(a, < bi) u 
I&c, < di) is given by 
[a, , 41 x a*- x [u,,-~ , ho-J x [e, fl + [a,,+l , b,,+J x - x [a, , &I9 
where [e,f] equals either [air, , d,,] or [cd, , bto]. 
Remark 4.6. It follows immediately from Definition 4.4 that the midpoint of 
any main diagonal of I,(ai < b,) is 
idal + b, 3 az + b, ,..., ad + bd. 
Remark 4.7. By Definition 4.2 and Remark 4.6 it is not hard to see that 
&(a, < b,) is completely determined by the midpoint of any main diagonal and 
the length of a side, say c. In fact, if Z = (aI ,..., zd) is a point in la(ai < bi), 
then (ai + b, - c)/2 < zi < (ai + bi + c)/2. 
Remark 4.8. Suppose that the midpoints of the main diagonals of I,(ai < bi) 
and Id(c( < di) are A and B respectively, and let both of these d-cubes have sides 
of length c. Then by Definition 4.5 and Remark 4.7, I,(ai < b,) and Id(cs < di) 
are adjacent if and only if A and B differ by c in exactly one coordinate and agree 
in all others. We will make frequent use of this formulation of adjacency of 
d-cubes. 
Remark 4.9. Note that if l,(ai < bt) and Id(ci < di) are adjacent and have 
sides of length c, then whenever Z is any point in Id(ai < bi) u &(ci < di), 
exactly one coordinate of Z varies by 2c while all the other coordinates vary by 
only c. This fact will be very important in our proof of the Lips&i& property 
of Peano curves. 
We are now in a position to define a sequence of piecewise linear maps 
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fn,d(t) of Ir into Id which converge to a higher-dimensional analog of Peano’s 
curve. We first constructf,,,(t) inductively by means of: 
DEFINITION 4.10. Set f&t) = t. Let Pn,d be the subset of I, given by 
{vz/~~~ 1 0 < m < 3”d}. Once we know its values on Plsd , fl,d(t) is determined 
by linearity. We may then think off&t) as a polygonal path in Id . The values of 
fl,d+l(t) on Pl,dfl are determined by the values off&t) on Plvd by the following 
construction. 
S uppose that 
h,d(m/3d) = Cal T... ,  ad), 
and 
fi,d((m + 1)/3d) = @l t..., bd)* 
Then we definef,,,+,(t) by: 
if t = 3m/3df1, 
if t = (3m + 1)/3d+1, 
if t = (3m + 2)/3d+1, 
(4.11) 
if t = (3m + 3)/3d+l, 
when m is even, and 
if t = 3m/3d+1, 
if t = (3m + 1)/3d+1, 
if t = (3m + 2)!3d+1, 
(4.12) 
if t = (3m + 3)/3d+1, 
when m is odd. 
Starting withf,,,(t) = t, we illustrate Definition 4.10 by computing the values 
off,*,(t) on p1.2 * 
0 l/3 0 l/3 213 l/3 2/3 1 213 1 x coordinate 
0 l/3 2/3 1 213 l/3 0 l/3 213 1 y  coordinate 
0 l/9 219 319 419 519 619 719 819 919 point in Pl,2 
0 113 213 1 point in Pl,l . 
Note that these are the same values forf,,,(t) as those given in (4.1). 
By Definition 4.10 and induction, it is clear that 
fl,d(o) = (ok-.> Oh 
f,,,(1/3d) = (1/3,..., l/3)> 
fl,d((jd - 1)/3d) = (2/3,..., 2/3), 
and 
fl,d(l) = (1,-., 1). (4.13) 
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We include these values here as they are needed later. 
Just as in the two-dimensional case, we now determine fn,&(t) from f&t) 
and fn-d) by 
DEFINITION 4.14. Once we know its values on Pnsd, fnea (t) is determined 
by linearity. The values of fn+&t) on P,,+l,d are determined by the values of 
fn,dW on P,,d, and the values of&(t) on Pl,b . 
Suppose that 
and 
f?z.a(m/3nd) = (a1 ,***, ad), 
f”.d(b + 1)/3? = (4 ,-**, bd), 
Then we have 
(4.15) 
fn+l,d (, ‘$+f;: ) = (cl,k(bl - %) + .% >;-*s cd,k(bd - ad) + ud)- (4.16) 
It is now not difficult to define the maps 
6: [l, 2 )...) 3”d] --+ -q3n) = [l, 2 ,..., 3”]d (4.17) 
which we need in order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.11. 
To this end, let p,,, be the set of closed intervals given by 
{[m/3nd, (m + 1)/3”d] I 0 < m < 3md - 11. 
Let &n,d be the set of points 
((2m + 1)/2 4 3nd 1 0 < m < 3%” - l}, 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
and Tried C I, be the Cartesian product 
(Qn.dd = (Qn.1) x (8n.d x *-- x (Qnd (4.20) 
Finally, let R,,, denote the set of d-dimensional subcubes of Id given by 
It is clear from Remarks 4.6 and 4.7 that the set of points in the intersection of 
any two d-cubes in R,.d is at most d - i dimensional. That is, R,,, is a decom- 
position of 1, into 3nd different d-cubes of volume 1/3nd. 
Similarly, pfl,d is a decomposition of I1 into 3nd different closed intervals of 
length 1/3nd. 
607/3512-3 
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In order to put together the maps E in (4.17) we first note thatf,,, gives a map 
of Qn,d onto Tn.d . 
Given that 
and 
f,*,(m/3nd) = (Xl ,**-, 4 
fn.d@ + I)/39 = (Yl Y.~Yd)r (4.22) 
we have by linearity that 
fnA(2m + I)/2 .3”9 = ((Xl + Y1)/2v**, 6% + Yd2). (4.23) 
It is clear from Definition 4.10 that the numerators of xi and yt in (4.22) have 
opposite parity whenever n = 1. That is, one is odd and the other is even. Hence, 
x, + yi is of the form (2~2 + 1)/3. 
Suppose that the numerators of xi and yi have opposite parity whenever n = 1. 
Then the numerators of (ct,+i(yi - xi) + xi) and (ci,*(yi - xi) + xi) have 
opposite parity, since 3z(y, - Xi) is always odd and 3 . ci,K-I and 3 . cizk: have 
opposite parity. 
Letfl&Pd) = (cl.k ,.-, c&. Then by (4.16) we have 
fn+l.d ( 3% + k 3(n+lki ) = (Cl.k(Yl - Xl) + Xl Y...! %.k(Yd - 4 + 4* (4.24) 
Therefore, the numerators of Xi and yi have opposite parity whenever n = 1+ 1. 
Hence, for n = I + 1, xi + yi is of the form (2~2 + 1)/3z+1. 
By induction on n, xi + yi is of the form (2m + 1)/3”. 
The above remarks concerning xi + yi immediately imply that 
fnAP + 1)/z . 39 E Tn.d. 
That is, our map of Qn,& into Ta,d defined by (4.23) is well defined. In order to 
show that it is onto, we need: 
LEMMA 4.25. Let g,,, be the restriction of fnsd to Qn,d . Then g,,, is a one-to- 
one map of Qnsd onto Tn,d . 
Proof. Since QIE,d and T,,,d have the same number of elements, all we have 
to do is show that g,,, is one-to-one. 
Clearly, gi,, is one-to-one. Suppose that g,,, is one-to-one. Let S, be the set 
of points in Tl,d+l given by 
S, = {gl,d+l(t) I t l {(2(3m + i) + 1)/2 . 3d+1 / i = 0, 1,2}}. 
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Also, for m, # m2, assume that 
and 
gl,d((2m, + 1)/2 * 3d) = (6 , e, ,..., ed), 
gl.d((2ma + 1)/2 * 3d) = (fi ,fi 9~~~~fd)~ (4.26) 
Then it is not hard to see by (4.26) and Definition 4.10 that 
and 
&, = 63 , e, ,..., ed,j/6) tj = 1, 3, 51, 
Sm, = {(fi ,f3 ,--,fa ,j/6) Ii = 1, 3, 5). 
Since g,,, is one-to-one, there exists an i such that ef is unequal to fi . Hence, 
none of the points in Sm, can be in S,,, . It is clear that each of these sets contains 
three different points. Noting that ((d3m + i) + 1)/2 * 3d+1 IO < m < 3d - 1, 
and i = 0, 1,2} equals Ql,d+l , we see that g,,,,, is also one-to-one. By induction 
on d, g,,, is one-to-one. 
Now we show by induction on tz (holding d fixed) that g,,d is oneto-one. 
Suppose that gn.d is one-to-one. Let S,,,, be the set of points in T,,+,,d given by 
s,&, = {g,+,,,(t) 1 t e ((2(3”m + A) + I)/2 ’ 3’%+lbd 1 0 < k < 3d - I}}+ 
Also, for m, # ma , assume that 
and 
f,a,d(ml,3”d) = (% ,*.*, xd), 
fn.d(h + 1)/3nd) = (rl ,k Yd), 
f,,db#“d) = twl P-*-S wdud), 
fn.d((%? + 1)/3”d) = (% >***s zd)* 
Then by (4.27) and Definition 4.14 it is not hard to see that 
(4.27) 
S ml.d = u..., (3% - ~i)(Ci,k + Ci,lc+1)/2 + xi ,...I IO < k < 3d - 1>, 
and 
S m*.d = {(v (% - Wi)(Ci.k + ci.k+l)/2 + w8 ,***> 1 0 < K < 3d - 1). 
We claim that none of the points in S,,,+ can be in &+ . First note that 
,, . 
and 
&.d((2ml + 1)/3”d) = (6% + yl)/2,..., @d + yd)/% 
&.d((2% + 1)/3”d) = (twl + 3&b-, (wd + zd)/z). (4.28) 
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Since g,,, is one-to-one, the points in (4.28) are different elements of Tn,d . That 
is, there exists aj such that 
I(Xj + yJ/2 - (Wj + z,)/2 I > l/3”. 
Next, given any point in S,+ it is clear that 
I(% + Yi)P - (Yi - W&k + Ci.!c+1)/2 - xi I 
equals 
(4.29) 
I 1 - (Ci,k + %7c,l)l I Yi - xi 112. (4.30) 
It is immediate from Definition 4.10 and induction that (c~,~ + ~~,~+i) is either 
l/3, 1, or 5/3. That is, 1 1 - (c~,~ + c~,~+~)/ < 2/3. 
Definition 4.10 gives / yi - xi 1 = l/3 for all d and n = 1. It follows by 
induction on 12 that 1 yi - xi I = l/3”. Recalling (4.16), just note that 
equals 
I(4Yi - Xi) + 4 - @i.k-ICYi - 4 + %)I 
/ Ci*R - CiJ& I 1yi - xi I = l/3 . l/3” = 1/3n+i. 
Putting the above remarks together, we see that 
and 
I 1 - (C&b + Ci,le+d I Yi - xi l/2 < 1/3”+r 
I 1 - (C&k + Ci,k+l)l I zi - wi l/2 d l/3”+‘. (4.31) 
Now suppose that S,,,~, and Smz,d have a point in common, say P = (PI ,..., Pd). 
Then by (4.29)-(4.31), there exists ai such that 
l/3” < I(Xj + Yj)/2 - (Wj + Zj)P I 
< I(xj + Yj)/2 - pj I + I(wj + zj)/2 - pj I 
< 2/3nf1. 
That is, 1 < 213. This contradiction proves that Smlsd and Smp,d have no points 
in common. 
It is clear that each of the sets S,,, contain 3d different points. That is, gnfl,& 
is one-to-one on each of the sets 
{(2(3% + k) + 1)/2 - 3tnt1jd IO < k < 3d - 1). (4.32) 
To see this, consider S,,,,d . We have just shown that I yC - xi / = l/3”. Recall 
that 
g,,,@ + 1)/2 * 3d) = (..*, (C&k + %k+i)/L)* 
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Therefore, if 
equals 
then 
gl*dW + 1)/2 .39 = &dtW + 1)/2 * 3d)* 
But this implies that k, = k, since we have already shown that gi,d is one-to-one. 
Thus, g,,+i,d is on+to-one on each of the sets in (4.32). Noting that 
{(2(3dm + k) + 1)/2 . 3tn+ud IO < m~3nd-l,andO~k~3*-l} 
equals Q*+l,d , we see that gn+l,d is one-to-one on Qn+iSd as well. This completes 
the proof. Q.E.D. 
We now define the maps 6 in (4.17) by means of 
DEFINITION 4.33. Let yJ: [l, 2,..., 3ad] + Qn,d be given by n(z) = 
(22. - 1)/2 .3nd, and also let ~a: !fn,d -+ [l, 2 ,..., 3*]‘ld be given by 
Y2(((& + 1 /2 * 3”,..., @id + 1)/2 ’ 3”)) = (t-1 + I,..., id + 1). 
That is, if XE T,,d then y&Y) = 3”X+ (l/2,..., l/2). It is clear that both K 
and ys are one-to-one. We define E to be the composition ye 0 g+,d o yl . That is, 
l is a one-to-one map of 
[l, 2 ,..., 3Rb] onto [I, 2,..‘., 3n]P, 
given by 
43 = YdL?n.dMm* (434) 
In order to finish the proof of Theorem 1.11 all we have to do is show that the 
map l defined in (4.34) is Lipschitzian of order l/d. It is not hard to see that 
Now, 
I n(G) - rdin)l = I 4 - is l/3nds (4.36) 
Thus, if g,,, is Lipschitz of order l/d, then by (4.35) and (4.36) we immediately 
obtain 
W 441 < 3% I rdid - n(Wd) 
= 3” - c . 1 il - is 11/d/3* = c 1 i1 - is 11/d. 
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Recall that gnsd is the restriction offn,d to Qnsd . Then, in order to show that E is 
Lipschitzian of order l/d (with some constant c depending only on d), it is 
enough to show the same thing for fried . Our proof that fn,d is Lipschitzian is 
essentially a consequence of Ramerk 4.9 and the fact (proven below) that under 
f n,d , adjacent intervals of length 1/3nd in r’,,, are mapped into adjacent d-cubes 
in R,,, . 
At this point, it is convenient to use fn,d to construct a map of pn,., onto R,,, . 
(See (4.18) and (4.21) for the definitions of these sets.) 
To this end suppose that 
fn,d(m/3”d) = (Xl ,-*., ‘4 
and 
fn,d@ + 1)/3”? = (Yl >...Y Yd 
We showed in the proof of Lemma 4.25 that 
(4.37) 
1 yi - xi / = l/3”, for ,l < i < d. (4.38) 
It follows immediately from Definition 4.4 that the line segment with endpoints 
fn,d(m/3nd) and f,&(m + 1)/3”d) is a main diagonal of the d-cube 
b(min{xi , YJ < max{xi , yJ). (4.39) 
By the remarks following (4.23) we know that xi + yi is of the form (2m + 1)/3%. 
It is now not hard to see that the d-cube in (4.39) is an element of the set R,,, . 
Furthermore, the midpoint of any main diagonal of this d-cube is simply 
g&(2m + 1)/2 . 3nd). But then, since g,,, is one-to-one and all d-cubes in 
R,,, have sides of length l/3*, Remark 4.7 implies that when m, is unequal to m2 
in (4.37) the corresponding d-cubes in (4.39) are different. 
We formalize the above discussion by: 
LEMMA 4.40. Let L&m, m + 1) denote the line segment with endpoints 
fn,d(m/3nd) and f,J(m + 1)/3nd). Suppose that fn,d is the map that sends the 
closed interval [m/3”d, (m + 1)/3nd] to the d-cube which has L&m, m + I) 
as a main diagonal. Then, In,, gives a one-to-one mapping of pm ,d onto R,,, . 
In order to show that fn,d is Lipschitzian we first prove: 
LEMMA 4.41. Let f,,, be the mapping defined in Lemma 4.40. Then, under 
adjacent intervals in r’, d correspond to adjacent d-cubes in RnSd . Moreover, 
i:I Laps adjacent intervals i; r’,,, into adjacent d-cubes in R,%, . 
Proof. Note, by linearity, that fnsd maps the interval [m/3nd, (m + 1)/3*&l 
onto the line segment L,,Jm, m + 1) which is contained in the d-cube 
fn,d([m/37zd, (m + 1)/3”d]). Thus, the second part of the lemma follows from the 
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first. So, we only need to show that, under f,,d , adjacent intervals in p,,d 
correspond ‘to adjacent d-cubes in Rn.d . 
By Remark 4.8 and the definition off,,.d , we will be done if we can show that 
gs.a((m + 1)/2 * 3”7 and gssd((2m + 3)/2 . 3n3 
differ by l/3” in exactly one coordinate and agree in all others. We prove this by 
induction in the same way that we proved Lemma 4.25. 
It is clear that g1,1((2m + 1)/2 * 3) and giJ(2m + 3)/2 . 3) differ by l/3 
since gi,, is the identity function. Suppose that g,,a((2m + 1)/2 . 36) and 
g1,d((2m + 3)/2 . 3d) differ by l/3 in exactly one coordinate and agree in all 
others. Also assume that 
and 
glA(2m + 1)/2 * 37 = (e, ,..., ed> 
g,,,m + 3)/2 - 37 = vi ddb (4.42) 
Then, it is not hard to see by (4.42) and Definition 4.10 that 
g1,d+d(Wm + i) + 1)/2 * 3d+1) = (el ,..., ed, (2i + 1)/Q i = 0, 1,2, 
and 
g,,,+,((Wm + i) + 1)/2 * 3d+‘) = (fi ,...,fd , (11 - 2i)/6), i = 3,4,5, 
if m is even. (4.43) 
In exactly the same way, we have 
gl,d+d(2(3m + i) + 1)/2 * 3d+1) = (el ,..., ea, (5 - 24/Q i =o, 1,2, 
and 
&,a+,((2(3m + i) + 1)/2 * 3d+‘) = (fi ,vfd > (2i - W), i = 3,4, 5, 
if m is odd. (4.44) 
Consider the two (d + I)-tuples 
and 
g,,d+l((2(3m + 9 + 1)/2 . 3d+1) 
g1*,+1((2(3m + i + 1) + 1)/2 * 3df1). (4.45) 
In both (4.43) and (4&l), whenever i # 2, these two (d + 1)-tuples differ in the 
(d + 1)st coordinate by l/3 and agree in all others. When i = 2, the (d + 1)st 
coordinates are the same, and by the inductive hypothesis, exactly one of the 
first d coordinates differ by l/3 and the others are equal. Thus, in any case, the 
(d + l)-tuples in (4.45) differ in exactly one coordinate by l/3 and agree in all the 
others. Noting that 
((2(3m + i) + 1)/2 * 3”l IO < m < 3d - 1, and i = 0, 1,2) 
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equals Ql,d+l , we see that g ,,&(2m + 1)/2 . 3d+1) and g,,,d(2m + 3)/2 - 3d+1) 
differ by l/3 in exactly one coordinate, and agree in all others. But then by 
induction on d, we have established this fact for g,,, . 
Now by induction on n (holding d fixed), we show a similar fact for g,,, . This 
will finish the proof. 
Consider the two d-tuples 
g*,d((2m + 1)/2 .39 
and 
g,,,w + 3)/2 . 399. (4.46) 
Suppose that these two d-tuples differ by I/3” in exactly one coordinate and agree 
in all others. Also, assume that 
and 
fn,d(m/3nd) = (x1 ,**-1 Xd), 
fn.d((m + 1)/3”d) = (?I >**.v Yd), 
hd((m + q/3”“) = tzl ,...? zd)9 
mfl,13(~/~~) = (cl,k >-*.t cd.7c)* (4.47) 
Then, by (4.47) and Definition 4.14 it is not hard to see that whenever 
equals 
&+,,d((2(3dm + K, + l)/2 ’ 3’“+‘jd) 
(-9 (Yi - Xi&i,k + c&k+,)/2 + xi 9-j. 
Also, it is clear that 
equals 
g,,,,((2(3dm + 3d) + 1)/2 . 3’“+r’d) 
(..*9 (3 - YJ(Ci.0 + %I)/2 + Yi ,...I. 
Now consider the d-tuple given by 
g,+,,,((2(3dm + k + 1) + 1)/2 ’ 3’n+“d) - &+&(2(3dm + k) + 1)/2 ’ 3’“+1’d). 
(4.48) 
Whenever 0 < k < 3d - 2, the d-tuple in (4.48) equals 
L (Yi - %)(ci,k+B - Ci.k)/Z...). 
Now, 1 yi - xi 1 = I /3” and (c~,~+$ - c&/2 is the ith coordinate of 
&,d@ + 1)/3d) - gl,d@/3d)~ 
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But, by what we have already just proven about gISd((R + 1)/39 - gl,a(k/3d), 
it is immediate that, in this case, the d-tuple in (4.48) is &1/3(s+l) inexactly one 
coordinate and zero in all the others. 
Furthermore, when k = 3d - 1, the d-tuple in (4.48) equals the sum of: 
and 
(*“Y ‘*(-’ + ‘is+-1 + cf,+)/2,*‘*>* 
Recall from (4.13) that: 
ei.0 = 0, ci,l = l/3, ci,*F1 = 2/3, and cisd= 1. 
Therefore, the sum of the above three d-tuples is simply 
(..., 2*/6 - x,/6 ,... ), 
which is, 
(*a*, ((Yi + St) - (X1 + y*))/Z-*-) ’ l/3- 
But, by (4.47), this becomes 
(&a&m + 3)/2 * 3”d) - &,d(@m + I)/2 * 3”‘)) - l/3. 
However, by the inductive hypothesis, this d-tuple is *133(++1) in exactly one 
coordinate, and zero in all the others. 
Keeping in mind (4.48) and the fact that 
{(2(3dm + k) + 1)/2 . 3tn+lkd 1 0 < m < 3sd - 1, and 0 < k < 3d - 1) 
equals Qn+l,d , we see that 
and 
g+,+l.d((2m f 3)/Z * 3’n+1’d) 
differ by 1/3(“+1) in exactly one coordinate and agree in all others. This completes 
the proof. Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to prove: 
THEOREM 4.49. Let f&t) be the pimxuise krear map of I, into Id , which was 
defined in DejGaita2m.s 4.10 and 4.14. Then, fn,d(t) is Lipschitzian of order l/d. 
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That is, we have 
fn,d(tOhfn,d(tl) G [3(d + 3Yl (I to - 4 I)"" for all to, t, E4 . (4.50) 
Proof. The second part of Lemma 4.40 and Remark 4.9 immediately imply 
that if 1 to - t, ) < 1/3zd, then 
fn.dhAfn,d(tJ G [1(1/3)2z + *-. + (u3)2z + 4(1/3)2z11’2, 
which equals (1/3)l(d + 3)l12. Given any / to - t, I, pick the largest 1, say I, , 
such that 1 to - tl 1 < (1/3d)zo. Then, 
(1/3z0)d < 3d(l to - t, I). 
This gives 
(l/3)10 ,< 3( 1 to - t, I)““. 
But we have just shown that 
fn,&o), fn,&) < W3)“Yd + 3Y2. 
Putting both these facts together, we obtain 
f%&)~fn,&) < 3(d + 3Y2 (I to - t, IY, 
which is (4.50). Q.E.D. 
Note that this finishes the proof of Theorem 1.11. In order to complete the 
proof of Theorem 1.9, we now finish our construction of the Peano curves in 
(3.1). To this end, we need: 
LEMMA 4.51. Under fn,,,, , subintervals of [n~/3”~, (m + 1)/3nd] correspond 
to sub-d-cubes of fn,d([m/3nd, (m + 1)/3”“]). Furthermore, for all n > nl , fnsd 
maps the interval [m/3dn1,(m + 1)/3d”l] into the d-cubef,l,d([m/3dnl, (m + 1)/3d”l]). 
Proof. Clearly, the second part of the lemma follows from iterating the first. 
In order to prove the first part, we apply Remark 4.7 to the mappingg,,, . 
To this end, suppose that f&m/3”&), f&(m + 1)/3nd), and fl,,(h/3d) are 
given as in (4.47). 
Now, under fn+l.d, subintervals of [m/3”d, (m + 1)/3”d] correspond to 
d-cubes which have g,+,,d((2(3dm + k) + 1)/2 . 3 fnfljd) as the midpoint of their 
main diagonals, and sides of length 1/3(“+l). Also, the d-cube fn,d([m/3nd, 
(m + 1)/3”d]) has g&(2m + 1)/3”“) as the midpoint of its main diagonals, and 
sides of length 1/3n. 
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Recall that 
g%d((2m + 1)/3”9 = ((Xl + Y,)/2Y, (Xd + Y6)/2). 
By (4.47) and Definition 4.14 it is not hard to see that whenever 0 < K f  3* - 1, 
g,+l*d((2(3dm + h) + 1)/2 * 3’“+9 
equals 
(-.., (Yi - xdc*,,.+ ci,k+dP + xi P..). 
In the proof of Lemma 4.25 we showed that 
I(% + YdP - (Yi - %)(Ci,k + %k+l)P - xi I (4.52) 
is less than or equal to 1/3(‘1+1’. 
Therefore, (4.52) and Remark 4.7 immediately imply that the d-cube 
%+,*AK3dm + 913 (n+l)d, (3% + h + 1)/3’“+““3) 
is contained in the d-cube 
fn,d([m/3”d, trn + 1)/3’dl). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We now obtain the Peano curve in (3.1) by means of: 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.53. The sequence cf*,d} converges uniformly to a continuous function 
fd which mups the interval II onto the d-cube Id . Furthermme, fd maps the interval 
[m/3nd, (m + 1)/3”d] of length 1/3nd onto the d-cube f?n,d([m/3”d, (m +1)/3”d]) 
of volu?ne 1/3nd. 
Proof. We prove only the first part, as the second part follows in exactly the 
same way. 
It is immediate from the definition of fnn.d that the d-cube fn,d([m/3nd, 
(m + 1)/3”e]) has volume 1/3nd. This, combined with the second part of 
Lemma 4.51 immediately implies that the sequence {fn,d} is uniformly Cauchy. 
Thus, {fnsd} converges uniformly to’s limit function 
(4.54) 
Each f,,d is continuous, so fd is also continuous. 
Now, by the definition of fn& ) fd maps the triadic rationals of the unit interval 
I1 to a dense subset of Id . Since I1 is compact, fd(Il) is compact and thus closed. 
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But, then, sincef,(l,) contains all the limit points of a dense subset of Id , it must 
itself be Id . Q.E.D. 
Letting 12 -+ co in (4.50), we clearly have: 
THEOREM 4.55. Let fd be the map of I1 onto Id given by (4.54). Then, fd is 
Lipschitzian of order I/d. That is, we have 
fdk,)Ifd(tl) < W + 3Yl (I 4, - t, IYd, for d t, , t, ~4 . (4.56) 
The exponent I/d on j to - tl 1 in (4.56) is as large as possible. This fact is a 
result of: 
PROPOSITION 4.57. I f  Q(t) is a map of I1 onto Id which is Lipschitzian of order CX, 
then oL < l/d. 
Proof. We are given that 
Q(tl)v Q(h) G cdl t, - tz I)". (4.58) 
Split [0, I] up into N intervals of equal length. Then, by (4.58), the set 
Q([m/N, (m + 1)/N]) is contained in a sphere of radius c,(~/N)~ about the point 
Q(m/N). The volume of each of these spheres is c,[~,(l/Np]~. 
By subadditivity of measure in Id , and the fact that Q is onto we obtain 
1 < NC,Crd(l/N)ad, forall N> 1. (4.59) 
It is immediate from (4.59), that for each N > 1, we have Fad-l) ,( cZcld < 00. 
Unless (ord - 1) < 0, we get a contradiction. So, finally, 01 < I/d. Q.E.D. 
We have constructed the Peano curves in (3.1) and shown that they are 
Lipschitzian of order l/d. Before proving that they are measure preserving we 
need: 
DEFINITION 4.60. By&(ai < bi) we mean the half-open d-dimensional cube 
given by 
[al , h) x [aa , bs) x *  .. x rad , bd), 
where b, - a, = ... = b, - ad = c, and ai < bi for each i. Just as we defined 
&d in (4.21) we let fin,d denote the set of half-open d-dimensional sub cubes of 
Id given by 
{ldlai -=c bi) 1 ((al + WL.., (ad + bd)/2) E Tn,d and / bi - ai 1 = l/3”). 
DEFINITION 4.61. The boundary of the d-cube Id(ai < bi) consists of all its 
(d - I)-dimensional faces. That is, the boundary is those points (.~r ,..., xd) in 
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I,(a( < bi) such that at least.one of the 3,‘s is a, or bi . The boundary points are 
denoted by &(a, < b,). All other pointa of &(a# < a,) are interior points. 
We now finish our proof of Theorem 1.9 by proving: 
THEOREM 4.62. Let jd be the mip oj:Il onto 16 given by (4.54). Then jd is 
meusure preserving. 
Proof. First we note that jd is measurable since j,,a is clearly measurable and 
jd = lim,-dn,d. 
In order to prove that jd is measure preserving, we have to show that whenever 
A is any Bore1 subset of Ia , we have 
~44 = ~d.fh>>> (4.63) 
where pd is the usual product measure on Ia . Recalling Definition 4.60, it is not 
hard to see that the set 
is a prefield. The least Bore1 field containing & consists of all the Bore1 sets of 1, . 
By the Caratheodory extension theorem, in order to show that jd is measure 
preserving, it is enough to show (4.63) for all A E I& . 
To this end, let B,,, denote the set 
[m/3? (m + l)/3ndl n j;‘(aj&r/3”“, (111-t 1)/3”7)). (4.64) 
We now make use of the fact thatjnS, gives a one-to-one mapping of p,,,d onto 
&, (see Lemma 440) to construct a Cantor-like set which covers B,,, and has 
measure 0. 
Let A, C II be the set consisting of the interiors of those intervals in p,,+k,d 
that correspond under jm+n,d to d-cubes in Rnfkvd which are subcubes of 
j,([m/3”d, (m + 1)/3”7) that do not intersect aj~([tr~/3”~, (m + 1)/3”7). 
Next, let ck be the closed set II - A, . 
By Lemma 4.53 and the fact that jn+bSd is one-to-one, it is clear that h(ck) is 
the number of d-cubes in R ,&+R,d which are subcubes of jd([?n/3”d, (m + 1)/3”d]) 
that intersect aj&n/3fld, (m + l)/Pd]), divided by the number of d-cubes in 
R n+k,d that are subcubes ofjd([m/3nd, (m + 1)/3@J). Furthermore, 
B,C &. (4.65) 
k-l 
There are 2d (d - I)-dimensional faces of the Cube fd([m/3"d, (m + 1)/3*7). 
A face of this type will intersect (3k)(d-1’ different d-cubes in R,+R,d that are 
subcubes of j,&m/3”dY (m i- 1)/37). These (d - l)-dimensional faces intersect. 
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If we ignore these intersections, it is clear that 2d(3k)(d-1) is an upper bound to the 
number of d-cubes in Rn+k,d which are subcubes of f,([~z/3*~, (m + 1)/37) 
that intersect afd([~z/3*~, (m + 1)/39. 
Noting that the number of d-cubes in Rn+K,d that are subcubes of fd([m/3nd, 
(m + 1)/3ndl) is (3 k d, ) it is now not hard to see that 
0 < CL&~) < Wk. (4.66) 
By (4.65) and (4.66) we immediately have 
But this implies that 
P1mn) = 0. (4.67) 
Now, any d-cube fd([m/3nd, (m + 1)/39) E R,,, has (f) 2”-” I-dimensional 
faces. Hence, there are 
y (3 2d-2 = 3d - 1 
I=0 
other d-cubes in R,,, which have a nonempty intersection with afd([m/3na, 
(m + 1)/3q. 
Recalling (4.64) and the fact that fd maps different intervals in pn,., onto 
different d-cubes in R,,, , it is not hard to see that 
f;‘(fd([m/Yd, (m + 1)/3-Q C b~/3”~, (m + 1)/3? ” B, 
where 
3d-1 
B= u B,,, (4.68) 
l=l 
m, < m2 < ... < m3d-r , and m, # m. 
Consider the prefield element A, = f,(q < bJ E &d . By the definition of 
A,, there exists an m such that Id(ai < bJ = fd([m/3nd, (m + 1)/3”d]). Clearly, 
f$(A,) c f;1(fd([m/3”d, (m + l)/3nd])). By (4.68) we have 
f ;l(A,) C [m/3”d, (m + 1)/3”d] U B. (4.69) 
On the other hand, 
[m/3nd, (m + 1)/3”d] - B, Cfi’(A,). (4.70) 
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Now, (4.67) and (4.68) immediately imply that h(B) = 0. Consequently, 
/4([m/3”d, (m + 1)/3”&1 u B) 
&#/3nd, (m + 1)/3”dl - Kah 
which is 1/3nd. 
By (4.69), (4.70), and the monotonicity of h , we finally have 
id&%)) = 1/3”d = I-Ld@O)- 
This shows (4.63) for all A E & and completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
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